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The director has spilled on what exactly happened during the film’s dramatic reshoots, including the addition of a last-minute Darth Vader scene. Clarisse Loughrey @clarisselou. Wednesday 15 March 2017 11:06. {{^moreThanTen}} {{total}} comments {{/moreThanTen}}. Click to follow The Independent

Culture. We’ve known for a while that there’s a bunch of extra Rogue One footage sitting around somewhere - with plenty of glimpses of it cut into the film’s various trailers. K-2SO has many similar lines directed to Jyn throughout the film, but they’re a lot less sinister than this one. 8/13 Captured rebel pilots. This shot from Jedha is missing. Letter from Ireland from Pat Igoe (Patrick Igoe and company, solicitors, Blackrock, County Dublin) commenting on moves to update Irish company law. Published in the Letter from … section of Amicus Curiae - Journal of the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies and its Society for Advanced Legal Studies. The Journal is produced by the Society for Advanced Legal Studies at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, University of London. Time to Change Jobs… or Careers? A Quintessential Careers Quiz. Tips for Breaking into and Succeeding in Management Consulting. In today’s work environment, job-seekers change jobs, employers, and careers on a regular basis. Gone are the days when any job-seeker gets hired and plans a long-term employment with an employer. In fact, recent studies indicate that the average worker will change careers — not just jobs — several times over the course of a lifetime. But how do you know when it’s time to change jobs and when it’s time to change careers? Take our career change quiz and reflect on your answers and your score. Then be sure to review one or both of these LiveCareer resources: Your Career Planning and Job-Search C